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Abstract. Searching for domain-specific information on the web is tough.
Community documents are therefore made searchable with a dedicated
search platform. Search Methods employed on a document corpora are
often evaluated over the aspect of efficiency and not focusing on the
often-overlooked user experience. In the paper, we present an evaluation
of search methods over domain-specific document corpora over search
methods. The document corpora are represented in RDF as well as free-
text. We describe the search methods as well as present the evaluation
environment prepared. Moreover, we present the result of the user study
to understand the experience of a user with the search methods.
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1 Introduction

Search for domain-specific information is tough on the web. Search engine usually
returns a response from pages which are popular and indexed above. Commu-
nities with an interest in a particular domain often find results which are not
relevant to their query searching on the web. For instance, this is the case for
activists in disability and human rights advocacy groups. This community, as
well as many other distributed communities, need domain-specific repositories
where they will have more chances to find the information they are searching for.
These data and document repositories may implement a different mechanism for
accessing the information. Moreover, the questions asked by stakeholders in a
project can utilise the meta-data, the document’s content or both. Therefore,
there is a need for an evaluation of methods that can be employed for searching
over community data and documents. In this paper, we present an evaluation
of search techniques available over domain-specific document corpus. The paper
is organised as follows, In section 2, we describe the existing work done in this
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direction. In section 3, we explain the experiment we conducted and the evalua-
tion methods. We further show the results in section 4.2. We conclude and point
to future work in the section 5

2 Related Work

The evaluation of search methods generally concentrates on the performance of
the search mechanism: calculation of precision, recall, and F-Measure. Bench-
marks have been proposed for this kind of task. Apart from the quality of the
search method, it is also important to provide the user with an efficient search
experience to retrieve the information in the corpus. Therefore, there is a need
for evaluating the quality of the user search experience when searching for infor-
mation. And this is especially necessary because of the emergence and popularity
of new search techniques such as Elastic search[16] [26], Question Answering over
free text[3] [6] [4] [2], and Question Answering over knowledge graphs[8] [9] [27]
[30]. The search techniques are one-field one-shot search i.e users retrieve infor-
mation by building a question/query through only a text field and receive the
answer in response. There have been end user evaluations on semantic web to im-
prove the human-semantic web interaction [21] [10]. There are various methods
for evaluating a method such as Concept Testing [22], Heuristic Evaluation [23]
and User Experience Evaluation [29]. We need to adapt the evaluation of user
experience to the search methods. To the best of our knowledge, there has been
no user experience evaluation on search methods over community documents.

3 Description of an Evaluation Environment for Search
Methods

In this section, we describe the environment prepared to experiment with and
evaluate the search methods on community documents. In the subsection 3.1 we
describe the search methods we compare and in the subsection 3.2 we describe
the experiment.

3.1 Search Methods

QAnswer over Knowledge Graphs. QAnswer KG [8] is a search engine over
RDF datasets with which users can search information with both questions as
well as keywords. The data stored in a knowledge graph can be exported as
a triple pattern for QAnswer KG. The input query is expanded and n-grams
from the query are mapped with the properties and resources. The properties
and resources are used to generate possible SPARQL queries by combining the
triples which share a variable. The queries are ranked with a machine-learning
model and the query with the highest confidence is chosen as the response to
the user’s input.
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Elastic Search over Documents. Elastic Search over Documents (ESDoc)
Elastic Search [12] is a JSON based full-text search engine capable to search
over big data in a real-time fashion. Elastic Search can be used out of the box,
although some users prefer to tweak parameters. Elastic Search is built over
Apache Lucene, a java library. The elastic search uses algorithms such as okapi
bm25 and NMSLIB to return a relevant document in response to the query.

An elastic search system’s architecture is composed of [17]

– Document for storing an entity, it has an identifier and is part of an index
where it is stored. They can be separated over multiple nodes.

– Node is an instance of elastic search active for a query. Connected active
nodes are referred to as a cluster.

– Shards are used to improve efficiency through processing in parallel by fur-
ther dividing the index into shards. Shards are often stored as Replicas to
provide throughput of the data for efficiency in search.

QAnswer Search over Documents. QAnswer Search over Documents (QADoc)
employs RoBERTa [19] for question answering over the document corpus. The
documents are uploaded, split into paragraphs and pre-processed. The questions
to the documents are answered with the content of the document.

3.2 Experiment

Search Instruction Questionnaire. An experiment was conducted where the
candidates were requested to search for domain-specific information as illustrated
in the table 2. The instructions provided are search-method agnostic. We did not
propose questions but rather proposed search instructions to which a user can
formulate the question by himself in a search technique. The reason was to
prevent biases that could arise by providing questions to search the method,
as the methods are different in their implementation. For example, telling the
users to search for ”keyword1, keyword2, keyword3” will work in keyword-based
elastic search but could not be good in other search methods. The candidates
used each search method listed in the section 3.1 to search for the domain-
specific information. The candidates have presented a questionnaire with the
search instructions with a 7-point Likert Scale [13] from -3 to 3 (the higher the
better) to record the relevancy of the information retrieved, as per the user. We
present 6 search instructions to the candidate of which 5 are True i.e there is any
information related to the instruction in the community document corpus and
1 is False i.e there is no information related to the instruction in the community
document corpus (see Table 1). The candidates use a stopwatch to record the
time they spent searching for the information. The candidates are instructed to
stop searching if more than 2 minutes are spent and further record that they
didn’t find an answer. The candidates are also instructed to record if they found
an answer with three scales which are yes, no and maybe. We chose two minutes
as a threshold for search as the search method should be able to provide an
answer in that time, if not the search method is not considered efficient.
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User Experience Questionnaire The second questionnaire presented to the
candidate after each search method was a user experience questionnaire (UEQ)
[18]. We choose UEQ as it provides a benchmark to classify the values obtained
from the result.The objective of UEQ is to allow a quick assessment done by
end users covering a preferably comprehensive impression of user experience. It
should allow users to express feelings, impressions and attitudes that arise when
experiencing the search method under investigation simply and immediately [24].
We employ the standard version of UEQ which contains 26 items. The items are
divided into 6 scales. The 6 scales focus on different experience aspects of the
search method:

– Attractiveness: Signifying the overall impression of the search method.
– Perspicuity: Describing if it is easy to get familiar with the search method

and if it is easy to understand.
– Efficiency: Describing if the search method is fast to provide them with

information.
– Dependability: Describing if the user feels confident while using the search

method.
– Stimulation: Describing if the user finds the search method exciting and

motivating.
– Novelty: Describing if the user finds the search method innovative and cre-

ative.

We use the UEQ scales to find how the candidates feel about the attractiveness
of the search method (with the scale Attractiveness), the usefulness of the search
method i.e Pragmatic Value (employing the scales Perspicuity, Efficiency and
Dependability), the ease of use of the search method i.e Hedonic Value (employing
the scales Stimulation and Novelty)

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Domain of Experiment

The communities working for disability rights advocacy require better informa-
tion access [20] [1]. In the domain of healthcare, the stakeholders perform a
variety of search tasks like literature reviews, scoping reviews, rapid evidence re-
views and systematic reviews [5]. The domain of the documents employed in the
experiment is disability studies. The motivation to choose disability studies doc-
uments was to provide a better search experience for the disability documents in
the WikiDisability Project [11]. We search over the disability documents which
are annotated with the Disability Wiki Website6 in the Disability Knowledge
Graph7 as well as in free-text in PDF to be searchable by Elastic Search3.1
and QAnswer Search over Documents 3.1. The table 2 describes the disability
domain-specific search instructions given to the user. The search instructions, as

6 https://disabilityrightsweb.univ-st-etienne.fr/
7 https://disabilitywiki.univ-st-etienne.fr/wiki/The Disability Wikibase
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well as the UEQ, were provided to the user in form of a response form8 to be
filled.

Documents Candidates Search Methods True Questions False Questions

24 17 3 5 1
Table 1. The table shows the details related to the search instruction questionnaire
experiment

Instruction to the User Is answer available?

Find text about the racism faced by black feminists Yes

Find text about elitism in american womens movement Yes

Find text about human rights of minors No

Find text about racism in United States Yes

Find text about ableism in prison Yes

Find text about police violence for disabled people Yes
Table 2. The table shows the search instructions given to the user for search with each
method

4.2 Results of the Experiment

The value for UEQ scales are described in the table 4. We further compare the
search methods with an ANOVA test [7] on each 6 sub-scale of UEQ for the 17
candidates. However, there was a statistically significant difference between the
groups as determined by One-Way ANOVA of the scales Perspicuity, Efficiency
and Novelty. An ANOVA test signifies if there is an overall difference between
the groups. We, therefore, perform a Tukey-Kramer Test [14] to find out the
differences between the groups. The results from the experiment are summarised
as,

– ESDoc provided the most relevant answers as per the candidates of the
experiment, although it provided them with a false sense of information as
the users found information for the instruction with no information available
in the community corpus (see figure 1).

– For search instruction with information available in the document corpus,
users found most information with ESDoc followed by QAnswer KG and
QADoc. However, for the instruction with no information available, users
found most information with ESDoc as well (see figure 2).

– The values obtained from UEQ (see table 4) falls in the category of bad
according to the UEQ benchmark [25]

8 https://forms.gle/bjKqpdRGCuFSQFFG9
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– There were no statistically significant differences between the group means
as determined by One-Way ANOVA of the scales Attractive, Dependability
and Stimulation (see table 5)

– There was a statistically significant difference between the groups as deter-
mined by One-Way ANOVA of the scales Perspicuity, Efficiency and Novelty.
(see table 5)

– From Tukey-Kramer Test, we find that there is a significant difference be-
tween ESDoc vs QAnswer KG and ESDoc vs QADoc in the Perspicuity
Scale.

– There is a significant difference between ESDoc vs QADoc for both Novelty
and Efficiency scale (see 6)

– QADoc had the highest Hedonic Value i.e users found QADoc to be the most
pleasant while interacting with it. It is followed by ESDoc and QAnswer KG.
(see figure 3)

– QAnswer KG had the highest Pragmatic Value i.e users found QAnswer KG
to be the most efficient and useful. It is followed by QADoc and ESDoc. (see
figure 3)

Att. Eff. Per. Dep. Sti. Nov.

Excellent >= 1.75 >= 1.78 >= 1.9 >= 1.65 >= 1.55 >= 1.4

Good >= 1.52 >= 1.47 >= 1.56 >= 1.48 >= 1.31 >= 1.05
< 1.75 < 1.78 < 1.9 < 1.65 < 1.55 < 1.4

Above Avg >= 1.17 >= 0.98 >= 1.08 >= 1.14 >= 0.99 >= 0.71
< 1.52 < 1.47 < 1.56 < 1.48 < 1.31 < 1.05

Below Avg >= 0.7 >= 0.54 >= 0.64 >= 0.78 >= 0.5 >= 0.3
< 1.17 < 0.98 < 1.08 < 1.14 < 0.99 < 0.71

Bad < 0.7 < 0.54 < 0.64 < 0.78 < 0.5 < 0.3
Table 3. Benchmark scores for classifying the experiences of users to the scales of
UEQ [25]. The scores obtained in the experiment belong to the scale bad.

Scales QAnswer KG ESDoc QADoc

Attractive -0.272 -0.114 -0.433

Perspicuity -0.014 -1.205 -0.05

Efficiency -0.22 0.014 -0.583

Dependability -0.132 -0.014 -0.266

Stimulation -0.161 0.0588 -0.1

Novelty -0.088 -0.191 0.266
Table 4. The scores obtained from UEQ on different scales
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Information Available Information Not Available

Fig. 1. Likert scale scores for the search methods in the relevancy of the information
found from the search methods on instructions with information was available and for
the instruction, information was not available

Scale dfbetween dfwithin F-Ratio P-Value

Attractive 2 46 1.269 0.29

Perspicuity 2 46 36.20 0

Efficiency 2 46 5.284 0.008

Dependability 2 46 0.861 0.429

Stimulation 2 46 1.78 0.179

Novelty 2 46 3.2 0.049
Table 5. Values of F-Ratio and P-Value for One-Way Anova on the UEQ data for
Search Methods
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Fig. 2. Percentage of users who found an answer within 2 minutes with search methods
on the instruction for which information was available and for the instruction informa-
tion was not available

Scale Comparison Groups qtukey
Perspicuity QAnswerKG vs ESDoc 10.6742

ESDoc vs QADoc 10.029
QAnswerKG vs QADoc 0.306

Efficiency QAnswerKG vs ESDoc 1.86
ESDoc vs QADoc 4.579

QAnswerKG vs QADoc 2.777

Novelty QAnswerKG vs ESDoc 0.798
ESDoc vs QADoc 3.439

QAnswerKG vs QADoc 2.665
Table 6. qtukey values for the scales showing a statistically significant difference. As
there are three groups with the degree of freedom within groups being 46, the critical
value for 3 groups, df = 46 for 5% significance level is 3.425 [15]
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Fig. 3. Pragmatic (i.e perceived use-fullness, efficiency) and Hedonic (i.e perceived
innovation) values for the search methods
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5 Conclusion and future work

In the paper, we have presented the evaluation of search methods on domain-
specific community document corpus based on the user experience. We found
out that using Elastic search over the documents can provide relevant answers.
Although, it also provided a false sense of relevancy of the information to the user
for the search instruction with no information available in the document corpora.
Thus, for non-exploratory question answering with an exact answer, we need
more than the Elastic search technique. We find out that QADoc was the search
method with perceived innovation by the users, but it did not perform as well as
ESDoc or QAnswer KG for information retrieval. QAnswer KG was perceived as
the most useful search method by the users. We conclude that we need to combine
various search methods over community documents to provide a better search
experience to the user. After conclusion, we developed a demo9 on the same
document corpus where we combine the three search methods [28] (manuscript
under evaluation). We used wikibase as a knowledge graph to store data around
the docment (the meta-data) and QADoc for data inside the document (the
actual content). We introduced a fallback to other search methods in case the
confidence of the response to the query is below a predefined threshold. In future,
we have planned for a heuristic evaluation of the user interface for each search
method to improve the search experience. We have also planned to introduce a
new set of documents to the corpus and evaluate the search with the application
where the search methods are combined.
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